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Theme

African Americans acted with energy,
courage, and resolution to turn the Civil War
into a war for freedom.

Overview

As the Union armies penetrated the Southern
states, slaves fled their owners and flocked to
the Federal army camps. Not wishing to
alienate slave owners still loyal to the Union,
Lincoln at first discouraged the practice, but
nothing could stop those who longed for free-
dom. By 1863, thousands of fugitive slaves
had reached Union lines in one of the greatest
migrations in our nation’s history.

Faced with this avalanche of displaced
refugees, the army employed the men as
laborers, guides, teamsters, and scouts and
set up camps for their families. Former
slaves built roads and fortifications, hauled
supplies, buried army and hospital dead,
and dug latrines. Black women worked as
cooks, nurses, laundresses, and seamstress-
es. Many slaves still on plantations far from
Union lines shed their submissive ways and
refused to take orders. Those who could fled
to the swamps and woods. These actions
weakened the institution of Southern slav-
ery. Agriculture suffered, production
decreased, and many Southern soldiers felt
forced to desert in order to deal with these
difficulties at home.

With the horrifying numbers of Union
dead continually spiraling upward, many

Northern moderates, free blacks, and aboli-
tionists urged the use of African Americans
as soldiers. But resistance was great.
Arming fugitive slaves and free blacks
would be to admit that the war was more
than one to preserve the Union; it was a war
of liberation.

Issues surrounding emancipation and mil-
itary service were intertwined from the
beginning of the Civil War. Many black and
white abolitionists believed that if African
Americans served as soldiers they would
prove by their valor and bravery that they
deserved freedom and eventually, citizen-
ship. Black abolitionist Frederick Douglass
eloquently expressed this viewpoint:

Once let the black man get upon his per-
son the brass letter, U.S., let him get an
eagle on his button, and a musket on his
shoulder and bullets in his pocket, there
is no power on earth that can deny that
he has earned the right to citizenship.

By the fall of 1862, events and public opin-
ion persuaded Lincoln to emancipate the
slaves in those states and areas in rebellion
against the United States. Soon, the govern-
ment began recruiting black soldiers. Before
the end of the war, about 198,000 African
Americans—of whom 156,000 were former
slaves—served in the Union armies and the
United States Navy. The army strictly segre-
gated blacks into their own regiments, com-
manded only by white officers. Black sailors,
on the other hand, served on navy vessels
with their white counterparts.

The black units served with distinction,
gallantly engaging the enemy in many
bloody battles. In the most famous of these,
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the 1863 assault of the Fifty-fourth
Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteers on
Fort Wagner, South Carolina, two-thirds of
their officers and half their troops were lost.
By war’s end, sixteen black soldiers had
been awarded the Medal of Honor for their
valor.

In addition to the perils of war endured by
their white comrades, black soldiers faced
problems stemming from racial prejudice.
Racial discrimination permeated both
Northern society and the Union army. Only
white officers commanded the segregated
black units and the army paid black soldiers
only ten dollars per month with a deducted
uniform fee of three dollars. White soldiers,
however, received thirteen dollars with no
uniform fee. Moreover, supplies, rations,
weapons, clothing, and training for the black
regiments were usually inferior to that for
white troops. Captured black soldiers faced
enslavement or death, and their white offi-
cers faced execution under the Southern
crime of inciting slave rebellion.

African Americans forced all Americans to
deal with the fundamental issue of slavery
in a nation that guaranteed “life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness” to all. In their last
desperate days of the war, even the
Confederate leadership came to appreciate
the value of the black soldiers. The
Confederacy planned to grant freedom to
slaves who would fight as soldiers for the
South although the war ended before that
decision became reality. Senator Howell
Cobb of Georgia argued that, “You cannot
make soldiers of slaves or slaves of soldiers.
The day you make a soldier of them is the
beginning of the end of the revolution, and if
slaves seem good soldiers, then our whole
theory of slavery is wrong.” Thus, Americans,
North and South, ended the war under-
standing what slaves had known from the
beginning: that this great war spelled the
destruction of slavery.

Note to the Teacher: It is extremely impor-
tant to review all the materials and
resources used in this lesson. The lesson
uses primary sources that may contain
words and ideas that are now considered
offensive. In the 1860s both blacks and
whites referred to African Americans as nig-
gers, colored, Negroes, and those of African
Descent. Students will find these terms in
the literature, especially in the primary
sources concerning African Americans dur-
ing the Civil War. Many white people of that
time, even those who fought to end slavery,
believed that black people were inferior.
Their comments reflect this belief. These
words and ideas sprang from deep racial dis-
trust, fear, and misunderstanding.

Hopefully we have moved beyond these
racial indignities and stereotypes. However,
students’ understanding of those ideas and
words in the context of the 1860s is essen-
tial. Discuss with students that these docu-
ments capture events and attitudes of the
past that we need to examine today in order
to better understand the world we have
inherited. Explain that in the 1860s, racial
prejudice, fear, and distrust affected atti-
tudes toward not just African Americans but
also toward the recently arrived immigrants
from Ireland and Germany.
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The Lesson

Focus Activity – 5 minutes

Note to the Teacher: Consider using more than one class ses-
sion to include all the lesson activities.

1. Show the Transparency: Recruitment Poster and ask the
students to explain its purpose.

2. Explain to the students:

• Two days after Southerns fired upon Fort Sumter,
President Lincoln called for 75,000 volunteers to end the
rebellion and restore order. Young men in the North
rushed to join their state’s regiments. One young soldier
spoke for many when he wrote, “So impatient did I
become for starting that I felt like ten thousand pins
were pricking me in every part of the body, and started
off a week in advance of my brothers.” The Union army
eagerly welcomed the recruits.

Teaching Activity – 25 minutes

1. Distribute two copies of the Team Sheet: Answering the
Call #1 to each team. Explain that these quotes are from
letters written in 1861 in response to Lincoln’s call for 
volunteers.

2. Reading for a Purpose: The students work with a team
partner to read and discuss the following questions as
they relate to the quotations:

• To whom are these authors writing letters? (The War
Department of the United States or the Secretary of
War, Simon Cameron)

• Why are they writing to the War Department? (To offer
their services as soldiers to the Union army)

• Why are they offering to serve as soldiers? (The letters
are in response to President Lincoln’s call for 75,000 vol-
unteer soldiers to put down the Southern rebellion.)

• Explain that the United States War Department replied
to each of these requests, saying that it did not want the
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help of these men and denying their requests to form or
join a regiment.

Ask the students to Speculate:

• If volunteers were being actively recruited, why did the
War Department refuse these particular offers?

• Teams share their responses using Numbered Heads.
Do not comment on the answers as you write the
responses on the chalkboard.

3. Direct students to examine the quotations on the Team
Sheet: Answering the Call #1 again. Discuss the following:

• What does the series of three dots (. . .) mean in a quote?
(A word or words have been omitted from the quotation.)

• Why might words be omitted from a quotation? (The
quotation might be too long, the words omitted might not
be important or pertinent to the meaning of the quota-
tion, the omitted words might repeat information, de-
tract from the meaning of the quotation, or be confusing.)

• Why must the three dots (. . .) be used carefully? (The
words omitted must not be essential to the meaning of
the quotation or change its meaning.)

Demonstrate this last point by writing “I will not pay the
money!” on the chalkboard, then erase the word not and
write . . . in its place. Explain that the missing word not is
essential to the quotation, and the meaning of the quota-
tion is changed entirely without that word.

4. Distribute the Team Sheet: Answering the Call # 2.
Explain that the quotations are now complete. Direct the
students to examine the quotations again and determine:

• What did you just learn about using quotations from
primary sources? (If possible, read a complete quotation
or source and be aware of the point of view of the person
quoted. When quoting a source, do not omit words that
change the meaning of the quote.)

• Why did the War department refuse the offers of these
volunteers? (The War Department did not want these
men as soldiers because they were black.)

5. Introduce the Vocabulary words written on chart paper.

6. Reading for a Purpose: Students read pages 103 and 104
of Chapter 21 “Determined Soldiers,“ in War, Terrible War
to answer:
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Student Sheet — Lesson 20
War, Terrible War 

Why Can't We Have a Soldier's Pay?
Of all the injustices that black soldiers faced, perhaps the worst was unequal

pay. In 1863, the army paid white soldiers thirteen dollars a month with an 
additional three dollars clothing allowance for their uniform. Black soldiers had 
been promised the same pay. (See the Transparency: Recruitment Poster.)  

But, when the black soldiers lined up to receive their first pay, they discovered 
to their disbelief that their pay was only ten dollars a month. Furthermore, the 
three dollars for the uniform would be taken out of their pay, not added to it! So,
the black soldier would actually earn seven dollars instead of the thirteen dollars 
he had been promised. 

Many black soldiers—and their white officers—protested this injustice to the 
army, to the secretary of war, and to President Lincoln. Some wrote editorials and 
letters to the editors of northern newspapers. 

The black soldiers argued that they did the same army work as the white 
soldier, lived in the same miserable camp conditions, and faced the same chances 
of death from bullet or disease.

The black soldiers, as well as the white soldiers, had families at home who 
depended on their army pay in order to eat or pay rent. Families were starving,
cold, and lacked adequate clothing and shelter without their fathers and husbands 
at home. Some families were placed in the poorhouse or put out of their homes by 
landlords. Some family members, especially children, died.  

One African American soldier stated the opinion of many black soldiers in a
letter to the editor of the Christian Recorder: "Do we not fill the same ranks? Do we
not take up the same length of ground in the grave-yard that others do? The ball
does not miss the black man and strike the white nor the white and strike the 
black.… At that time there is no distinction made.”

Corporal James Henry Gooding of the Fifty-fourth Massachusetts wrote a letter 
of protest to President Lincoln. In that letter Mr. Gooding said, "The main question 
is, Are we Soldiers or are we Laborers? We have done a Soldier's Duty. Why can't we
have a Soldier's pay?" 

National Archives

26th U.S. Colored Volunteer Infantry on parade at Camp William Penn, PA, 1865 
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Team Sheet — Lesson 20 
War, Terrible War 
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Team Sheet — Lesson 20 
War, Terrible War 

Card 3: Fatigue duty

Black soldiers were assigned an unequally large portion of military labor,
called fatigue duty. Many worked for eight to ten hours a day at hard,
physical labor. They dug trenches and latrines, built corduroy roads and
fortifications, and unloaded supplies. Whenever possible, black soldiers 
were given the jobs no one wanted, like burying the battlefield and hospi-
tal dead. The army excused this unfairness by saying that they were sav-
ing the white soldiers for fighting.  

These were the same jobs that black men had done for the army before 
they were permitted to be soldiers. Many of the black soldiers felt that
they were still treated as slaves, even though they were emancipated and 
wore the blue army uniform. The fatigue duties sapped their strength,
their health, and their morale. Many black regiments had no time to drill 
or keep themselves, their uniforms, and their weapons clean and fit. The 
black soldiers protested to President Lincoln, who responded by issuing 
orders for the protection and proper military use of colored troops. 

Card 4: Treatment by the enemy

Captured white soldiers were treated as prisoners of war with the
possibility of exchange. After the emancipation of slaves in 1862, the 
Union army formed regiments of black soldiers. Because of this, 
Confederate President Jefferson Davis issued his own proclamation: All
captured Union black soldiers were to be treated as outlaws and turned
over to the authorities of a Southern state. At that time, the laws in every 
southern state provided for the execution of any black person found with
a weapon, whether free or slave.

Davis' proclamation meant that all captured black soldiers could be killed
or enslaved. In addition, the Confederate congress passed a resolution 
stating that all white officers who led black troops would be considered
as inciting slave revolts, and if captured would be put to death or 
otherwise punished.

Neither the black soldier nor his white officer would be protected under 
the articles of war. Instead of being prisoners of war, both would be 
treated as criminals and executed if captured.
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